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in this talk…

how to represent content

to improve information access and build a 

new generation of  

semantics-aware services for 

user modeling & 

recommender systems? 
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https://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783030056179
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Search engines need content

Why do we need content?

Trivial: search engines can’t work without content



Why do we need content?

Recommender Systems: not trivial!



Why do we need content?

Recommender Systems can work without content



Why do we need content?

several Recommender Systems 

perfectly work using no content!

Collaborative Filtering (CF), Matrix 

Factorization (MF) and Tensor

Factorization (TF) are state-of-the-

art techniques for implementing

Recommender Systems

ACM RecSys 2009 paper

by Netflix Challenge winners



Why do we need content?

Content can tackle some issues of Collaborative Filtering



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: sparsity



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: new item problem

?



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: lack of transparency!

Why?



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: poor explanations!

Who knows the «Customers Who Bought This Item …»?

Information Asymmetry



Recap #1

Why do we need content?

 Because search engines can’t simply work without

content 

 In general: to extend and improve user modeling

 To overcome typical issues of collaborative filtering
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Why do we need semantics?

Deep Rationality requires a deep comprehension of the 

information conveyed by textual content. To achieve that 

goal it is crucial to improve the quality of user profiles 

and the effectiveness of recommender systems &

intelligent information access platforms.

Knowledge is Power

hypothesis

…the power of an intelligent

program to perform its task well

depends primarily on the quantity

and quality of knowledge it has

about the task (Buchanan & 

Feigenbaum 1982)



Basics: Content-based RecSys (CBRS)

Suggest items similar to those the 

user liked in the past 

Preferences-are-stable-over-time assumption

Recommendations generated by matching 

the description of items with the 

profile of the user’s interests

use of specific features

P. Lops, M. de Gemmis, and G. Semeraro. Content-based recommender systems: State of the art and trends. In F. Ricci, L. 

Rokach, B. Shapira, and P. B. Kantor (Eds.), Recommender Systems Handbook, Springer, 73–105, 2011.

Pazzani, M. J., & Billsus, D. Content-Based Recommendation Systems. The Adaptive Web. Lecture Notes in Computer 

Science vol. 4321, 325-341, 2007.



Basics: Content-based RecSys (CBRS)

user profile items

Recommendations

are generated by 

matching the 

features stored

in the user profile 

with those 

describing the items

to be recommended.



Basics: Content-based RecSys (CBRS)

user profile items

Recommendations

are generated by 

matching the 

features stored in 

the user profile with 

those describing the 

items to be 

recommended.

X



Lack of Semantics in User Models

“I love turkey. It’s my choice 

for these #holidays!

Social Media can be helpful to avoid cold start



Lack of Semantics in User Models

“I love turkey. It’s my choice 

for these #holidays!

..but pure content-based representations 

can’t handle polysemy



Lack of Semantics in User Models

“I love turkey. It’s my choice 

for these #holidays!

Pure content-based representations can easily drive a 
recommender system towards failures!

?



Lack of Semantics in User Models

AI is a branch of 

computer science

doc1

the 2011 

International Joint 

Conference on 

Artificial

Intelligence will 

be held in Spain

doc2

apple launches a 

new product…

doc3

multi-word concepts

…is not only about polysemy

artificial 0.11

intelligence 0.12

apple 0.20

AI 0.18

…

?

Book recommendation

USER PROFILE



AI is a branch of 

computer science

doc1

the 2011 

International Joint 

Conference on 

Artificial

Intelligence will 

be held in Spain

doc2

apple launches a 

new product…

doc3

artificial 0.11

intelligence 0.12

apple 0.20

AI 0.18

…

USER PROFILE

synonymy

Lack of Semantics in User Models
…is not only about polysemy

?

Book recommendation

Most of the preferences regard AI, 

but «apple» is the most relevant

feature in the profile due to 

synonymy



Recap #2

 In general: to improve

content representation in 

intelligent information access

platforms

 To avoid typical issues of 

natural language 

representations (polysemy, 

multi-word concepts, 

synonymy, etc.)

 To model user preferences

in an effective way

 To better understand the 

information spread on social 

media

Why do we need semantics?

Because language is

inherently ambiguous

[deG15] M. de Gemmis, P. Lops, C. Musto, F. Narducci and G. 

Semeraro. Semantics-aware content-based recommender systems. 

In F. Ricci, L. Rokach, and B. Shapira (Eds.), Recommender Systems 

Handbook, 2
nd

Ed., Springer, 119–159, 2015.
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How to introduce semantics?

How to discover concepts that connect us to the 

the information we are seeking (search task) or we want 

to be exposed to (recommendation and user modeling 

tasks)?

30

We need to better understand

and represent the content

We need some «intelligent» support

(as intelligent information access

technologies)



…before semantics

some basics on

Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
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Scenario

Pasquale really loves the movie «The Matrix», and he asks a content-based

recommender system for some suggestions.

How can we feed the algorithm with some textual features related to the movie 

to build a (content-based) profile and provide recommendations?

?

Question

Recommendation

Engine



Scenario

(Wikipedia page)

the plot can be a rich source of content-based features



Scenario

(Wikipedia page)

…but we need to properly process it through a pipeline of 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques

the plot can be a rich source of content-based features



Basic NLP operations for 

lexical analysis

Normalization strips unwanted characters/markup (e.g. 

HTML/XML tags, punctuation, numbers, etc.)

Tokenization breaks text into tokens

Stop words removal excludes common words 

having little semantic content  

Lemmatization reduces inflectional/variant forms to 

base form (lemma in the dictionary)                                      

am, are, is, was, were  be

Stemming reduce terms to their “roots” 
automate(s), automatic, automation  automat

vocabulary



Example

The Matrix is a 1999 American-Australian neo-noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis, starring Keanu Reeves, Laurence

Fishburne, Carrie-Anne Moss, Hugo Weaving, and Joe

Pantoliano. It depicts a dystopian future in which reality

as perceived by most humans is actually a simulated

reality called "the Matrix", created by sentient machines

to subdue the human population, while their bodies' heat

and electrical activity are used as an energy source.

Computer programmer "Neo" learns this truth and is

drawn into a rebellion against the machines, which

involves other people who have been freed from the

"dream world".
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The Matrix is a 1999 American-Australian neo-noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis, starring Keanu Reeves, Laurence

Fishburne, Carrie-Anne Moss, Hugo Weaving, and Joe

Pantoliano. It depicts a dystopian future in which reality

as perceived by most humans is actually a simulated

reality called "the Matrix", created by sentient machines

to subdue the human population, while their bodies' heat

and electrical activity are used as an energy source.

Computer programmer "Neo" learns this truth and is

drawn into a rebellion against the machines, which

involves other people who have been freed from the

"dream world".

Normalization
strips unwanted characters/markup (e.g. HTML/XML tags, 

punctuation marks, quotation marks, numbers, hyphens, etc.)



The Matrix is a 1999 American Australian neo noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis starring Keanu Reeves Laurence Fishburne

Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano It

depicts a dystopian future in which reality as perceived

by most humans is actually a simulated reality called the

Matrix created by sentient machines to subdue the

human population while their bodies heat and electrical

activity are used as an energy source Computer

programmer Neo learns this truth and is drawn into a

rebellion against the machines which involves other

people who have been freed from the dream world

Tokenization
breaks text into tokens



Tokenization issues

compound words

o science-fiction: break up hyphenated sequence?  

o Keanu Reeves: one token or two?  How do you decide it is one 

token?

numbers and dates

o (800) 234-2333

o 3/20/91 Mar. 20, 1991 20/3/91

o 55 B.C.



Tokenization issues

language issues

o German compound nouns are not segmented

Lebensversicherungsgesellschaftsangestellter means 

life insurance company employee

o Chinese, Japanese and Korean have no spaces (not always guaranteed a 

unique tokenization)

莎拉波娃现在居住在美国东南部的佛罗里达

o Arabic or Hebrew is basically written right to left, but with certain items (like 

numbers) written left to right

Algeria achieved its independence in 1962 after 132 years of French 

occupation
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Stop words removal
excludes common words having little semantic content

The Matrix is a 1999 American Australian neo noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis starring Keanu Reeves Laurence Fishburne

Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano It

depicts a dystopian future in which reality as perceived

by most humans is actually a simulated reality called the

Matrix created by sentient machines to subdue the

human population while their bodies heat and electrical

activity are used as an energy source Computer

programmer Neo learns this truth and is drawn into a

rebellion against the machines which involves other

people who have been freed from the dream world



The Matrix is a 1999 American Australian neo noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis starring Keanu Reeves Laurence Fishburne

Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano It

depicts a dystopian future in which reality as perceived

by most humans is actually a simulated reality called the

Matrix created by sentient machines to subdue the

human population while their bodies heat and electrical

activity are used as an energy source Computer

programmer Neo learns this truth and is drawn into a

rebellion against the machines which involves other

people who have been freed from the dream world

Stop words removal



The Matrix is a 1999 American Australian neo noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis starring Keanu Reeves Laurence Fishburne

Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano It

depicts a dystopian future in which reality as perceived

by most humans is actually a simulated reality called the

Matrix created by sentient machines to subdue the

human population while their bodyies heat and electrical

activity are used as an energy source Computer

programmer Neo learns this truth and is drawn into a

rebellion against the machines which involves other

people who have been freed from the dream world

Lemmatization
reduces inflectional/derivational/variant forms 

to base form (lemma in the dictionary) 
am, are, is, was, were  be



Example

Matrix 1999 American Australian neo noir science fiction

action film write direct Wachowskis star Keanu Reeves

Laurence Fishburne Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving

Joe Pantoliano depict dystopian future reality perceived

human simulate reality call Matrix create sentient

machine subdue human population body heat electrical

activity use energy source Computer programmer Neo

learn truth draw rebellion against machine involve people

free dream world

next step: assign a weight to each feature

(e.g., through TF-IDF)

to identify the most relevant ones



Weighting features (= terms): 

TF-IDF
terms frequency – inverse document frequency 

best known weighting scheme in information retrieval.

Weight of a term as product of tf weight and idf weight

tf number of times the term occurs in the document

idf depends on rarity of a term in a collection

tf-idf increases with the number of occurrences within a 

document, as well as with the rarity of the term in the collection

)df/log()tflog1(w ,, tdt N
dt





Example

Matrix 1999 American Australian neo noir science fiction

action film write direct Wachowskis star Keanu Reeves

Laurence Fishburne Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving

Joe Pantoliano depict dystopian future reality

perceived human simulate reality call Matrix create

sentient machine subdue human population body heat

electrical activity use energy source Computer

programmer Neo learn truth draw rebellion against

machine involve people free dream world

green=high IDF

red=low IDF



The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

keywords

a portion of Pasquale’s

content-based profile

given a content-based profile, we
can easily build a basic

recommender system through

Vector Space Model and 

similarity measures

science

Hugo



Vector Space Model (VSM)

given a set of n features
(terms in the vocabulary)

f = {f1, f2,..., fn} 

each item I represented as a point in a 

n-dimensional vector space

I = (wf1, wf2, ..., wfn) 

wfi is the weight of feature i

in the item I



Basic Content-based Recommendations

 items/documents represented as vectors
 features identified through NLP operations

 features weighted using tf-idf

 cosine measure for computing similarity 

between vectors



Similarity between vectors

cosine similarity 
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dot product unit vectors



Drawbacks

a portion of Pasquale’s

content-based profile

Recommendation: 

Notre Dame de Paris, 

by Victor Hugo

Basic Content-based Recommendations

Why?

Entities as «Hugo 

Weaving» were not

modeled

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

science

Hugo



Drawbacks
Basic Content-based Recommendations

Why?

More complex concepts

as «science fiction» 

were not modeled as

single features

Recommendation: 

The March of Penguins

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

science

Hugo

a portion of Pasquale’s

content-based profile



Vision
Basic Content-based Recommendations

XX
Bad recommendations



Recap #3

 Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) techniques necessary

to build a content-based profile

 basic Content-based 

Recommender Systems can be 

easily built

through VSM and TF-IDF

 keyword-based representation

too poor and can drive to bad

modeling of preferences (and 

bad recommendations)

 we need to shift from 
keywords to concepts

basics of NLP and keyword-based representation


